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Strangeness 2nd charm degrees of freedom are considered on the 
partonic level. First we present a model of the fuiiy equilibrated qua& 
gluon placma with thermal parton maxses and find a. considerable con- 
tribution of strangeness and also some charm. Then the kinetics of 
chemical equdibration orocesses of in an earlv hot aiue svstem is mod- 
- .  
elled, i.e., the cooking of light and strange quarlic in an expanding 
giuon gas is foiiowed. The degree of equilibrvtion depends on uncer- 
tainly known ratec, however, we find that such penetrating probes as 
hard phatons are less sensitive to details of the equilibration. Finally, 
we estimate the very early charm production in not yet thermalized 
parton matter and find indicationc for a clear dominance of the glue 
fusion mocessec. i.e.. charm orabes Wrelv the earls due  distribution. 
INTRODUCTION 
In ultrarelativistic heavy-on collisions (say at RHIC or LHC energies) the 
suhnuclear degrees of freedoni, i.e., quarks and gluons or partons, are elvpected 
to dominate the early dynamics. After loosing the coherence of partons, which 
are initially described by the nuclear structure functioiis, the very early stage 
of the collision dynamics is characterized by entropy production and secondary 
partiele production. Due to the larger gluon-gluon cross sections t~he gluons 
are estimated to exceed the quark and anti-quark nuinbers in the charge- 
symmetric midrapidity region (1). Therefore, the thermalization processes in 
the hot glne, with a few quarks and anti-quarks immersed, sho~ild proceed on 
rather short time scales. Later on also the quark componetit can thermalize. 
Hut even if thermalization is achieved to some degree, chemical 'quilibration 
processes usuaily need longer time scales. Kinetic models, such a$ tiie parton 
caccade model (2) or the HIJING code (3)! predict irideed approximate early 
thermalization but chemicaloff-equilihrium. Supposed the chemical eqiiilihra- 
tion is fast enough, the parton system evolves towards a quark-gluon plasma 
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(QGP), which hadronizes afterwards. 
In the present paper we focus on three of the mentioned Stages of parton 
matter evolution. We consider, going backwards in time, 
(i) the QGP mithin a model with thermal parton masses and analyze the 
röle of Strange and charm quarks; this stage relies on the assnmption of 
thermal and chemical equilibrium, 
(ii) the chemical equilibration processes in an initially undersaturated gluon 
gas and follow in particular the cooking of Strangeness in the hot glue; 
for such considerations tbe thermal equilibrium is supposed, 
(iii) the thermalization process and address the question whether early 
charm production can probe this stage. 
The aim of such investigations is to understand on a qualitative level relevant 
subprocesses in tlie rather involved evolution of partonic degrees of freedom. 
We also calculate penetrating probes (dileptons in items (i, iii), photons in 
item (ii)) in order to elucidate how these ones are affected by peculiarities of 
the parton evolution. 
THERMAL PARTON MASSES IN A STRANGE QGP 
Recently the observation has been made (4,5) that the pure SU(3) gauge 
theory lattice data (6,7) can rather perfectly be fitted by a non-interacting 
quasi-particle model with effective thermal gluon mass 
1 1 6 2  
m"T) = - g g " ( ~ )  T" ,'(T) = 
P# (16 - $Ni) log (F)%' (1) 
The running coupling g is phenomenologicaliy regularized by the sh'ift param- 
eter T, = 0.023TC. fg = 3.3 is astonishing near the high-temperature QCD 
prediction 3/(1 + LN ) (8,Q). Only tbe physical transversal gluon modes 
6. (dg = 16) are to be included in the primary thermodynamical potential 
The energy density and entropy are self consistently calculated from the pres- 
Sure p(T) and lmk not as the usual ideal gas formulae. Using the somewhat 
involved dispersion relation for the transversal in-medium glnon modes in one- 
loop order (8,9), instead of the free one Eq. (2), one does not find a noticeabie 
change of the thermodynamical quantities. 
Lacking precise lattice data with fermions we extend our thermal mass 
model to the QGP as folloivs: the Fermi statistics is properly accounted for; 
tlie known flavor and color degeneracies are included; the thermal masses are 
FIG. 1. The partial pressures (left upper panel, in units of T*&), the partial 
eneigy densities (right upper pmel, in units of T'&), the partial particie dencities 
(left lower panel, in nnits of the Stephan Boltzmann values), and the total energy 
density and pressure (right lawer pantl, fu!.l/d~otted lines - 213 flavar plasma with 
the same p(T,)). 
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as in high-temperatnre QCD, i.e., TC) = 6; finite quark rest masses m, give rise 
t o  expressions like rn = J v m  for the effective mass. The resulting 
equation of state is displayed in Fig. 1. One observes that the Strange quarks 
behave in this model very much as the u,d quarks. This is to be contrasted 
with the bag model parametrization, whexe Strangeness is suppressed, and 
the u,d quarks are taken as in the Stephan Boltzmann limit, and e/T4 is an 
overali decreasing function. The local maximum of our quark energy density 
resembles recent two-flavor lattice resnlts (10). 
When including also charm (bat leaving Arj = 3 in the above quoted equa- 
tions) we find at  least a 10% contribution t o  the thermodynamical qtiantit,ies 
shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, if our model equation of state is correct and the 
numerical values of the decisive values of rgSp are near the high-tcniperature 
one-loop QGD calculations also charm contribiites to a fully equilibrated QGP 
and should be included properly in precision lattice calculations. 
T i m e  are distinct observable effects of finite thermal masses. For example, 
the & scaling property of the dilepton spectrum is violated (11). :\ detailed 
analysis (5) shows the appearance of a threshold effect in the transverse-rnass 
spectrum at transwerse dilepton mornentum qi = \/M: t m2(T) - i G L .  In 
this region the dileptoii production is strongly suppressed (5). Also the cooling 
beliavior of tiie QGP is changed; tliis st.ems from the fact that the latent 
heat in tlle present model is much smaller than in the bag modei. Aiiotlier 
consequence is the higher temperature a t  given ent,ropy density. This i ~ i  turu 
affects estimates of rates at  given particle rapidity densitiea. 
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CHEMICAL EQUILIBRATION PROCESSES IN AN EXPANDING 
QGP 
Qualitative estimates and parton cascade simulations indicate substantial 
quark undersaturation (1-3,12,13) at early times in the Course of an ultra- 
relativistic heavy-iou collision; in the Same moment the gluon distribution 
looks isotropicalfy aud can be considered as thennalized. To follow the chem- 
ical equilibration processes in the hot glue oue can formulate rate eqnations 
(14). Bere we utilize rate equations similar to those nsed in Refs. (12,15). 
The change of densities of different particle species oheys the master type 
equations 
where 
is the comovmg derivative of particle density which includes boost invariant 
longitudinal and transversal expansion (7 is the transverse Lorentz factor, 
cf. Ref. (15); ' = d l d r ,  and r is the proper time). The thermally velocity- 
averaged cross sections ü account for inelastic glue production, glue flows 
into u,d channel, glue flows into s channel, n,d production from glue, u,d 
flow into s channel, glue flovvs into s channel, n,d transmutates into s and 
C? - 
the corresponding hack reactions. The remaining quantities b G 3, b G 
*' i iZ $, c G are so defined that in eqnilibrium the reactions cease. A tilde 
indicates the corresponding satnration density, e.g., Ag = na/fiy is the gluon 
fugacity. These coupled three equations are snpplemented by one equation for 
t:itc:rg coriscriari«ri. nnd tivo cquatioiis for transvcrse expaiisioii (ior dcrails CF 
Ilef. (1.5)). \Vc so1i.r rhis systerri i r i i h  rlie folloiririgsiiii~~lifications: neglecting 
the q@ - sS channel (14), and using ugg„, = (this neglects the 
mais differente of u,d and s quarks, see previous section, as also done in 
fi„ energy density, and pressure). These simplifications seem to he harmless 
compared to uncertainties in the thermally averaged cross sections and higher 
order processes (16). We use here the cross sections of Ref. (12) in one set 
of calculations (set I), and in a second Set we multipty these cross sections 
by a factor 10 (Set 11). The initial conditions are also matter of debate (cf. 
refs. (1,12,13,15,16)for widely differing estimates). 
In Fig. 2 two representative examples are displayed. In hoth ones the u,d 
quarks are initially undersaturated, while the gluons are either undersaturated 
too (12,13,16) or rveu oversaturated (17). We assume that there is initially no 
r [fni/ej T [fm/c] 
FIG. 2. Tune evolution of the temperature and the various fugacities for tivo 
different initid conditions (heavyjthin curves - cet 1/11 calculations). The initid 
trsnsverse expansioii velocity is zero, and the transverse radius ic 5 fm. Transverse 
expitnsion is dealt with by exploiting the global relativistic hydradynamics Ref. (15). 
strangeness. One ohserves that in the set I calculation the System remains far 
from chemical equilibrium. If gluons are initially rare the giue production is 
not efficient enough to overcompensate the gluon loss in the gg - q f ,  sS reac- 
tions. The Strange channel, which is not included in the previous calculations 
(12,15), mainly reduces the gluon fugacity, while for the temperature and light 
quark fugacities it is not so important. Our set I1 calculation displays fast 
approach to equilihrium even in the Strangeness channel. 
We mention that we do not include the g - q f ,  s8 reaction channel. Wheri 
utilizing the thermal masses of the previous sections, tliis channel is closed. 
Giving the particles, however, a width then via the tails of tlie distributions 
such reactions can proceed, c t  Ref. (18). Our thermal masses have some sup- 
port from the lattice calculations; the estimates of tlie pdrticle decay widths 
rely completely on the extrapolation from the high-temperature evaluat,ions. 
While the drastically different flavor evolution scenarios I and I1 demon- 
strate the need to constrain the reaction Cross sections, as also thc iiiitial 
conditions, one may investigate whether penetrating prohes are sensitive to 
such differences. In Ref. (15) we have calculated the photori spectra for I;: $ 
1 GeV. We found that the slopes are rather insensitive to the different flavor 
evolutions. The decisive quantities, ivliich nearly cornpletely deterinine the 
photon spectra, are the poorly knovrn initial temperature arid Fugacities. 
One might also include the charm evolution in the above master equat,ions. 
Recent estimates (13), however, indicate that the pre-equilibriurn contribution 
is rnuch larger than tlie thermal rate. 
The proper inctusion of in-medium effects in the kinetic treatrnerit of fliwnr 
evolution needs obviously more investigations too. 
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PARTON KINETICS FOR CHARM PRODUCTION 
Hard probes come from early Stages of the parton evolution (19,20). There- 
fore, one has to look at  heavy particles to learn about early parton distribution 
evolution. Here we are going to present an analytical model for the early off- 
equilibrium parton kinetics and estimate the eharm production. Previoiis 
estimates (13,21) rely on parametrizations of HIJING resuits. \?Je adopt the 
Boltzmann equation in relaxation time approximationfor the one-dimensio~ial 
boost invariant evolution of the parton distrihution function f 
where T and 5 are proper time and rapidity, and T„, denotes the relaxation 
time. The fiducial distribution faq is the usual Jüttner function needed for lin- 
earizing the collision operator. The four-velocity flow pattern U, is prescribed 
by the symmetry of the System. p-s the parton four momentum. The re- 
maining temperature parameter in feq is deterrnined by an integral equation 
(cf. Ref. (19) for technical details) and depends on the initial distribution 
fo = f(m). The exact solution 
might be used, e.g., for the charmed pair production rate 
dNec 
-d42 - J~MZ-- 'P 'P' f(p1) f (pa) u(M2) 6(lpi + pzI2 - M') (9) ( 2 ~ ) s  ( 2 ~ ) 3  
with standard cross sections (14) U = u g s - ~ ~  + unr-s. 
As an aside we mention that such an approach has been exercised for dilep- 
tons with U = uq„+,-. Also in this case there a e  three terms in the rate 
and we found (22) that, uuless the relaxation time is estremely short, the term 
X f$ don~inates, i.e., hard prohes measure indeed the initial distributions. 
An analog calculation for charm is not yet performed. Instead we utilize a 
simplified 2-component model, where the gluons are thermalized, fg = fiq, 
rvhile the quarks are not therrnalized, fq = fi. In case of f = feq one recovers 
the thermal rate (cf. Refs. p2,23) for further explanations) 
where the " X" means g. To compare this thermal rate with a non-thermal one, 
we use the evolution equation Eq. (8) hut neglect tlie fe1 component (see the 
3 7 0 
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FIG. 3. The charm pair spectrum (in units oi r (u ,Rnor~)~;  TO 7 hc/p;;  R is the 
transverse area (22)) as iunction of invariant mass X. 
above remark on dileptons). Tbe quarks obey initially a mini-jet produced 
parton distribution 
~O(PL,Y,TO) = NQ(PL -v~ )~ (Y)P ; ' ,  1 %  7 P; = 2GeV. (12) 
The corresponding rate Eq. (9) for quarks ("X" stands for q or #) 
can be simplified somewhat, cf. Ref. (22). To compare the charm yields from 
thermalized gluons and not yet thermalized quarks we normalize the corre- 
sponding distribution functions feP und fo on tbe same energy densities and 
particle densities, i.e., eeq = ea and n„ = no. This relates the parameters 
in both distributions, in particular it causes a ratber high initial temperature 
To of the hot glue (22). Interestingly, the spectra for gg i cC and q p  - cc 
look very similar, see fig. 3. However, due to tbe low quark fngacities (here 
we assume X q  - $Ag in line usith Refs. (1,12,13,16)) tbe rates behave as 
where X = 1 - (whicli meaus in full chemicai equilibrinm I„ = 0.4). 
"s+~+o  
The present fugacities imply a strong qnark nndersaturatiori, i.e., X - 0.8, 
&ich results in a suppressioii factor & for light quark-created Charm. We 
mention that rougbly the Same results are obtained if qnarks would be ther- 
malized too, or if the gluons also obey the mini-jet initial distribution). That 
means, charm measures the glnon initial distribution. 
While the model needs iniprovemeutsfor haudling thermalizatiou and chem- 
ical equilibration together, it might be sufficient for qualitative estimates aud 
for comparison with initial glnon fusion (13,21). 
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SUMMARY 
Our results may be  summarized as follorvs: 
(i) If the thermal mass model is correct then s quarks behave nearly as 
u,d quarks; there is no need of a bag constant; the latent heat is much 
smaller than in the bag model. 
(ii) The cbemical Bavor evolution depends sensitively on the cross sections 
for gluon multiplication gg - ggg, quarkization gg - qrj arid gg - si, 
aud quark transmutation qrj - ss; cither Strangeness remains, as u,d 
quarks, undersaturated, or s gets similar to u,d saturated. Penetratiug 
probes, e.g., photons do not depend on these differences. 
(iii) If quarks are really strongly suppressed in the early Stages then charm 
probes the initial (pre-equilibrium) gluon distribution fy (from other 
studies ones knows that photons probe f, f„ and dileptons fp). 
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